Join ASA Women In Industry!
Get Unique Programming for Women in every stage of their career in the PHCP-PVF Industry.

“Network with other women dealing with the same challenges.”

“High quality networking experiences.”

“Professional connections and development opportunities.”

“Being a woman in a male dominated industry can be a little intimidating, so I was thrilled to hear about the women’s division and joined right away! It has been great to network with other women who are dealing with the same workplace challenges and share each other's experiences and ideas on how to move forward. I have already made some great friendships through my involvement with this division and know it will continue to be a great resource for me personally, my career and our company.

Elkay is excited to see our people taking an active role in the ASA Women in Industry Division. The organization is providing the professional connections and development opportunities that our up-and-coming female business leaders need to be successful in their careers. The events we've attended have provided our team with high-quality networking experiences, and the speakers have been exceptional.”

Mary Tuohey Fahy
Collins Pipe & Supply Co., Inc.
East Windsor, CT

Pamela Hamilton
Elkay Manufacturing Company
Oak Brook, IL

Visit ASA.net for up-to-date info on:
Annual Women In Industry Spring Conference,
Webinar Series And More!
ASA Women In Industry Division

What's In It for You?

Today's PHCP-PVF industry is not only expanding at a rapid rate, it is also becoming more dynamic every day. ASA has represented an industry traditionally dominated by men. We are now seeing more women moving into leadership roles within the industry. Women leaders have blazed the trail for many more who are currently rising through the ranks of industry firms.

As a progressive trade group, ASA sees tremendous value in the expanded roles women are occupying. Collaboratively, we must ensure the path progresses and benefits our industry and member-companies' profitability and performance. To foster the expanding role of women, ASA recently formed the Women in Industry Division. The focus of this Division is on how ASA can empower women and provide them with the opportunity to connect—through education, information, and engagement.

Join ASA Women in Industry Division

- Make important industry connections for professional and personal growth
- Increase the visibility and impact of women in the PHCP-PVF industry
- Get involved to build a strong support group and network
- Share and learn from valuable resources to succeed in the industry

Additional ASA Women In Industry Division Member Benefits

- Complimentary registration for educational webinars
- Complimentary admission to ASA Women in Industry Networking Reception at NetworkASA Conference
- Discounted registration to the Women in Industry Spring Conference

Who is eligible?

Women who are employed by ASA member manufacturer, distributor and manufacturer representative firms and seeking to build their careers in the PHCP-PVF industry. Welcome!

Committing to Delivering on Our Mission

ASA Women in Industry Division’s primary mission is to provide practical guidance, direction and education to assist women in the PHCP-PVF industry reach their personal and professional goals. To attract, retain and promote qualified and educated women for the long-term sustainability of the PHCP-PVF industry is a secondary and equally important goal. Women In Industry make tremendous impact in today's companies and tomorrow's possibilities.

JUMP START YOUR CAREER TODAY!

Network, learn and grow with other industry professionals with similar career paths and level of industry experience. It all happens at ASA Women In Industry Division. Join Today!

All This Value to Connect and Learn. Get inspired. Grow Professionally. $100 A YEAR—For All Women In Your Company!

WOMEN IN INDUSTRY DIVISION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Preparing women for every stage of their career.

CRITERIA FOR MEMBERSHIP

☐ Yes, we are already members of ASA and would like to enroll the following person(s) from our company in ASA Women In Industry Division at $100 for your entire company.

COMPANY NAME

1. NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

CITY      STATE   ZIP

PHONE     FAX

EMAIL

2. NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS

CITY      STATE   ZIP

PHONE     FAX

EMAIL

Unlimited registrations per company, please photocopy for additional members.

PAYMENT

☐ CHECK enclosed for $ 100 (payable to ASA)

☐ CREDIT CARD for the amount of $ 100 \( \blacksquare \) VISA \( \blacksquare \) MC \( \blacksquare \) AMEX

CARD NUMBER     EXP. DATE                     SECURITY CODE

NAME ON CARD

CARDHOLDER'S SIGNATURE

CARDHOLDER'S BILLING ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP

JOIN TODAY!

BECOME A MEMBER OF ASA WOMEN IN INDUSTRY DIVISION TODAY!

Engage professional women in the PHCP and industrial PVF supply chain to network and leverage educational training to advance their careers. Make valuable connections and learn skills to achieve personal and company objectives.

Questions About ASA Women In Industry Division?
Contact Amy Black, Staff Liaison
CALL: 630.467.0000 ext. 202 EMAIL: women@asa.net
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